
 
SafeCloud platform allows secure storing and sharing of information 
between employees, providers and clients, allowing control of the information inside 
and outside the organization, with a simple management through a dashboard, 
which includes controls and alerts.

WHY SafeCloud?
Safecloud, is a platform that allows organizations protect the company information 
guaranteeing that end users do not share sensitive or important information of the 
company. It also allows the network administrator to control these data by defining 
requirements for management and alerts. 

1º PLAN. Management of the information easily and clearly.

2º CREATE AND PROCESS DATA. Set confidentiality labels to the 
archives with one click. Automate the security measures both at files and 
folders.

3º PRESERVE. Secure data storing at repositories and transit. Advanced 
endpoint IRM/DLP solutions. 

4º REUSE. Single dashboard to manage the information. Easy procedures 
for sharing information with third-parties. 
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Benefits:

Organizations will have total control of the 

information, inside and outside it. 

It avoids phishing in invoices, leak of 

information, and provides with alerts facing 

any anomalous behavior.

Encryption and clasification with one clic, 

without the need to do any setting for the 

user creating or accessing the info.

Aimed to the following sectors:

Clients with critical information (medical, 
legal, financial)

Clients with remote offices or distributed 
information. 

Organizations with many clients and 
providers. 



Having or not Microsoft 365 infrastructure, we have a SafeCloud versión to keep your information secure, including:
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Tailor-made solution

Comprehensive information security

Included services

Secure cloud 
storing

End user

One-time password
mechanisms

Sender and 
recepient of info

Labeling and classification 
of info

Administration and 
alert management

Advanced file analysis 
(Sandbox)

Antimalware 
protection

Information protection 
(IRM)Labeling

Data Leak 
Prevention (DLP)

Unified accesss
and procedures

Secure storing
and share

Creating 
documents

CRM, ERP, Local

- Budgets
- Contracts

- Orders

Audit accesses

Data Leak 
Prevention (DLP)

Requires agent

- Fine tune
- Own equipment

Within the
organization

Information 
protection (IRM)

Protection at 
document level

- Maximum control

Outside the 
organization

Incident 
treatment

- 
- Behavioral alerts

- Leaking alerts

Supervised by CIO,
operator or
CyberSOC

Labeling

Automatic guide
(templates)

- Metadata
- Watermarks

- Footnote

Labeling


